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Sleep is highly conserved across animal species. Both wake- and sleep-promoting neurons are implicated in the regulation of wake–sleep
transition at dusk in Drosophila. However, little is known about how they cooperate and whether they act via different mechanisms. Here,
we demonstrated that in female Drosophila, sleep onset was specifically delayed by blocking the Shaker cognate L channels [Shal; also
known as voltage-gated K � channel 4 (Kv4)] in wake-promoting cells, including large ventral lateral neurons (l-LNvs) and pars interce-
rebralis (PI), but not in sleep-promoting dorsal neurons (DN1s). Delayed sleep onset was also observed in males by blocking Kv4 activity
in wake-promoting neurons. Electrophysiological recordings show that Kv4 channels contribute A-type currents in LNvs and PI cells, but
are much less conspicuous in DN1s. Interestingly, blocking Kv4 in wake-promoting neurons preferentially increased firing rates at dusk
�ZT13, when the resting membrane potentials and firing rates were at lower levels. Furthermore, pigment-dispersing factor (PDF) is
essential for the regulation of sleep onset by Kv4 in l-LNvs, and downregulation of PDF receptor (PDFR) in PI neurons advanced sleep
onset, indicating Kv4 controls sleep onset via regulating PDF/PDFR signaling in wake-promoting neurons. We propose that Kv4 acts as a
sleep onset controller by suppressing membrane excitability in a clock-dependent manner to balance the wake–sleep transition at dusk.
Our results have important implications for the understanding and treatment of sleep disorders such as insomnia.
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Introduction
Sleep is an essential process that is believed to be regulated by
circadian clock and other factors. Drosophila melanogaster has

become an ideal and well accepted model for sleep and circadian
rhythms research (Kayser and Biron, 2016; Dubowy and Sehgal,
2017). In Drosophila, groups of neurons that regulate sleep were
found in mushroom body neurons (MBNs), fan-shaped body
(FB), the ellipsoid body (EB), pars intercerebralis (PI), large ven-
tral lateral neurons (l-LNvs), dorsal neurons (DN1s), pars latera-
lis, and dorsolateral neurons (LNds; Strauss and Heisenberg,
1993; Joiner et al., 2006; Pitman et al., 2006; Foltenyi et al., 2007;
Shang et al., 2008; Sheeba et al., 2008a; Keene et al., 2010; Afonso
et al., 2015; Artiushin and Sehgal, 2017). Among them, l-LNvs are
a group of wake-promoting neurons, which express neuropep-
tide pigment-dispersing factor (PDF), and regulate night-time
sleep (Parisky et al., 2008). PDF, released by LNvs (also named
PDF neurons), regulates circadian and sleep by acting on PDF
receptor (PDFR)-expressing neurons, including LNds, DN1s,
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Significance Statement

The mechanisms by which our brains reversibly switch from waking to sleep state remain an unanswered and intriguing question
in biological research. In this study, we identified that Shal/Kv4, a well known voltage-gated K � channel, acts as a controller of
wake–sleep transition at dusk in Drosophila circadian neurons. We find that interference of Kv4 function with a dominant-
negative form (DNKv4) in subsets of circadian neurons specifically disrupts sleep onset at dusk, although Kv4 itself does not
exhibit circadian oscillation. Kv4 preferentially downregulates neuronal firings at ZT9 –ZT17, supporting that it plays an essential
role in wake–sleep transition at dusk. Our findings may help understand and eventually treat sleep disorders such as insomnia.
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and PI neurons (Im and Taghert, 2010; Dubowy and Sehgal,
2017). DN1s, a group of potent sleep-promoting neurons at dusk,
show effect on transition from wake to sleep via feedback mech-
anisms and may also relay signals from PDF neurons to PI (Ca-
vanaugh et al., 2014; Kunst et al., 2014; Guo et al., 2016). PI,
analogous to the mammalian hypothalamus, is an important
output brain region for rest–activity rhythms (Foltenyi et al.,
2007; Cavanaugh et al., 2014; Park et al., 2014; Cavey et al., 2016),
and activation of PI neurons reduced sleep amount (Crocker et
al., 2010). Although previous studies have implicated various
types of circadian neurons in regulating sleep behavior, it remains
to be determined whether these sleep- and wake-promoting neu-
rons control wake/sleep amount and transition via different
mechanisms, and the precise mechanisms by which they cooper-
ate in the brain.

Insomnia is a condition characterized by difficulty initiating
or maintaining sleep and dissatisfaction with sleep quantity or
quality (Rosenberg, 2006). Although the biological basis of clas-
sification of initiating and maintaining sleep is unknown, sleep
initiation is suggested to be uncoupled from sleep maintenance in
Drosophila. In particular, hyperactivity of l-LNvs resulted in in-
creased sleep latency and GABAA receptor played a critical role in
the regulation (Agosto et al., 2008; Chung et al., 2009; Liu et al.,
2014; Li et al., 2017). Another study shows that sleep initiation is
dependent on the amnesiac gene expression (Liu et al., 2008).
However, our understanding of the key molecules and neurons
that control wake–sleep transition remains rudimentary.

Compared with wake state, there are large-scale changes in
neuronal activity during sleep. Reports have shown that different
types of ion channels, including Shaker and sandman, are re-
quired for normal wake–sleep cycles (Cirelli et al., 2005; Pimentel
et al., 2016). Only two genes, Shaker/Kv1 and Shal/Kv4, encode
voltage-gated A-type K� channels in Drosophila neurons, whe-
reas mammals contain multiple genes (Salkoff and Wyman,
1981; Wei et al., 1990; Covarrubias et al., 1991). In most Drosoph-
ila neurons, Shaker expression is extensively restricted to axons
and terminals (Rogero et al., 1997; Ueda and Wu, 2006). In con-
trast, Kv4 channels are localized exclusively to soma and dendrites
(Gasque et al., 2005; Bergquist et al., 2010; Diao et al., 2010;
Srinivasan et al., 2012). In mammals, neurons in suprachiasmatic
nucleus (SCN) function as central pacemaker and their firing
activity exhibits circadian oscillation (Colwell, 2011). Loss of
Shaker results in dysregulated sleep patterns in both Drosophila
and mammals, and most Kv channels contributing to A-type cur-
rents (IA) regulate activity of neurons in SCN (Cirelli et al., 2005;
Douglas et al., 2007; Granados-Fuentes et al., 2012). However,
little is known about the role of Kv4 playing in sleep.

In this study, we found that Shal495 mutants exhibited delayed
sleep onset at dusk, which could be rescued by restoring Shal/Kv4
expression. Our results further demonstrated that Kv4 controls
sleep onset in wake-promoting neurons, but not in subsets of
sleep-promoting neurons. These results support that Kv4 has an
important role in controlling wake–sleep transition.

Materials and Methods
Animals. Flies were kept at 23°C on cornmeal, yeast, and sucrose and agar
food. w1118 (5905; RRID:BDSC_5905), elav-GAL4 (458; RRID:
BDSC_8760), pdf-GAL4 (6900, 6899; RRIDs:BDSC_69002, BDSC_6899,
50y-GAL4 (30820; RRID:BDSC_30820), tub-GAL80ts (7019), UAS-
dTrpA1 (26263), pdf 01 (26654; RRID:BDSC_26654), Shmns (22837),
UAS-EKO (40973; RRID:BDSC_40974), UAS-Shal-RNAi (31879), and
clk4.1M-GAL4 (36316; RRID:BDSC_36316) were obtained from the
Bloomington Stock Center. UAS-CD8GFP (RRID:BDSC_5137), Shal495

(Bergquist et al., 2010), R18H11-GAL4 (RRID:BDSC_48832), UAS-
white-RNAi, and pdf-GAL80 (Stoleru et al., 2004) were obtained from
Drs. Susan Tsunoda, Bingwei Lu, and Yufeng Pan. UAS-DNKv4 and
UAS-Kv4 transgenic lines were generated previously (Ping and Tsunoda,
2011; Ping et al., 2011). Flies were outcrossed for more than five genera-
tions with the w1118 strain to standardize the background.

Sleep and activity assays. All behavior was done on female flies unless
otherwise specified. Three- to 5-d-old virgin flies were monitored at 25°C
in glass tube containing 5% sucrose and 2% agar using the Drosophila
Activity Monitoring System (Trikinetics). Flies were raised in behavior
tubes for �72 h at 25°C in 12 h light/dark (LD) conditions for acclima-
tion before data collection. Flies were entrained at least 3 d in LD before
switching to constant darkness (DD). Activity counts were collected in 1
min bins in LD for 3 d. Sleep was defined as 5 consecutive minutes of
inactivity. Sleep latency was measured from the time lights-off to the
onset of first sleep episode. Sleep parameters were analyzed using R soft-
ware. For analysis of sleep in DD, sleep latency was calculated from CT12.
For UAS-dTrpA1 experiments, data were recorded at 29°C to activate the
relevant neurons. For conditional expression experiments using Tub-
GAL80ts, animals containing UAS-DNKv4, driven by Tub-GAL80ts and
PDF-GAL4, were reared at 18°C to prevent DNKv4 expression at devel-
opmental stages. The temperature was then raised to 29°C to induce
expression for 14 d post-eclosion, followed by conventional sleep assays.
Free-running activity was measured over 3 d entrainment for LD and
over 7 d for DD, as reported previously (Song et al., 2017). Rhythmic flies
were defined by � 2 periodogram analysis (ClockLab software), and
power is a measure of rhythm amplitude and corresponds to the height of
the periodogram peak above the significance line. More than 20 flies were
examined for each genotype and condition, and dead flies were excluded
from the data analysis.

Electrophysiology. Flies were kept at 25°C in LD cycles. Whole-cell
recordings were performed in perforated patch-clamp configuration by
adding 400 – 800 �g/ml amphotericin-B (Sigma-Aldrich) in the pipette,
as reported previously (Feng et al., 2018). For voltage-dependent K �

current recordings from GFP-labeled PDF (l-LNvs), DN1s, and PI neu-
rons in the isolated brain, we first dissected brain in the Drosophila cul-
ture medium (Invitrogen) and then we exchanged culture medium to the
recording external solution (in mM): 110 NaCl, 2 KCl, 6 MgCl2, 1 CaCl2,
5 glucose, 20 NaHCO3, 2 NaH2PO4. Solution was continuously bubbled
with carbogen (5% oxygen and 95% carbon dioxide) throughout record-
ing, pH was set at 7.2. TTX (1 �M) and nifedipine (10 �M) were added to
the external solution to block Na � and Ca 2� currents (for IA record-
ings). Electrodes were filled with internal solution (in mM): K-gluconate,
120; KCl, 20; Mg-ATP, 4; Na-GTP, 0.5; HEPEs, 10; EGTA, 1.1; MgCl2, 2;
CaCl2, 0.1, with pH 7.2. The l-LNvs were distinguished from the sLNvs by
their size and anatomical location. We performed all recordings at room
temperature. Electrode resistances for all recordings were 5–10 M�.
Gigaohm seals were obtained for whole-cell recordings. Cells were
clamped at �80 mV. The Kv2–Kv3-mediated delayed rectifier (DR) com-
ponent was recorded using a pre-pulse of �45 mV to completely inacti-
vate Kv4 channels, before stepping to a test potential of �50 mV; the Kv4
current or IA was then isolated by subtracting this DR component from
the total whole-cell current elicited from a pre-pulse of �125 mV, step-
ping to a test potential of �50 mV. In current-clamp experiments, we
clamped the membrane current at 0 pA unless otherwise specified (Fig.
5-1 B, available at https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.0777-18.2018.
f5-1). Resting potential was determined until stabilization of the mem-
brane potential after the transition from voltage-clamp to current-clamp
mode. 4-AP (Sigma-Aldrich) was diluted at the appropriate concentra-
tion in the external saline solution, and superfused to the recording
chamber. Phrixotoxin-2 (PaTx2; Alomone Labs) was kept frozen for �2
months as 10� stock (10 �M) aliquots and thawed immediately before
experiments.

For cell-attached recordings, recording pipettes were filled with inter-
nal solution, with additional 200 mM BaCl2 to prevent perforated patch
effect mediated by high density of Kir channels in the pipettes. Cell at-
tached configuration was achieved by gentle suction through a syringe.
Recordings were performed in voltage-clamp mode without holding.
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Action potential number was quantified using MiniAnalysis software for
at least 1 min.

Experimental design and statistical analysis. The main objective of the
present study was to investigate the sleep deficits in DNKv4 mutants of
both sexes and the effects of Shal/Kv4 on neuronal excitability. Therefore,
sleep measurements and electrophysiological recordings of GFP-labeled
circadian neurons were performed on at least six flies for each genotype.
The n number and gender of flies used in this study were described in
the corresponding figure legends or results. For sleep measurements,
as shown in Figures 1, 1-1 (available at https://doi.org/10.1523/
JNEUROSCI.0777-18.2018.f1-1), 2, 2-1 (available at https://doi.org/
10.1523/JNEUROSCI.0777-18.2018.f2-1), 3, 5-1 A (available at
https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.0777-18.2018.f5-1), 6A–C, 7,
and 7-1 (available at https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.0777-
18.2018.f7-1), each n corresponds to one animal. For electrophysio-
logical recordings, as shown in Figures 4, 4-1 (available at https://
doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.0777-18.2018.f4-1), 5, 5-1 B (available
at https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.0777-18.2018.f5-1), and
6 D, E, each n corresponds to one cell, with one cell recorded per
animal. We required an experimental result to be significantly differ-
ent from both genetic controls (if applicable).

We used Student’s t test for comparisons of two groups of normally
distributed data using Sigma-AldrichPlot 10.0 software (RRID:
SCR_003210), as shown in Fig.s 1-1 D, G,J (available at https://
doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.0777-18.2018.f1-1); 2J; 2-1 A, B, E, F
(available at https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.0777-18.2018.f2-
1); 4 E, J; 5 A, C,F; 5-1 A (available at https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEU-
ROSCI.0777-18.2018.f5-1); and 7I,K,L. For multiple comparisons,
one-way ANOVA followed by post hoc Tukey were performed using
SPSS software (RRID:SCR_002865), as shown in Figures 1B,C,E,
G, H, J; 1-1 A (available at https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.0777-
18.2018.f1-1); 2B– D, G, H, L; 2-1 D, H (available at https://doi.org/
10.1523/JNEUROSCI.0777-18.2018.f2-1); 3C; 4E; 4-1C,D (available
at https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.0777-18.2018.f4-1); 5-1 B
(available at https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.0777-18.2018.f5-
1); 6 B, C, E, F; 7 B, C, E, F; and 7-1 B (available at https://doi.org/
10.1523/JNEUROSCI.0777-18.2018.f7-1). For comparisons of non-
normally distributed data (sleep bout duration), Mann–Whitney U
tests were performed using SPSS software as shown in Figures 1 D, I,
2E, and 7D. See Results and figure legends for specifics on statistical
tests for each experiment. Statistical significance was set at *p � 0.05
and data are reported as mean 	 SEM.

Results
Kv4 is important for sleep in Drosophila
To determine whether Kv4 is important for regulating sleep in
Drosophila, we first selected dominant-negative mutation, UAS-
DNKv4, and expressed it with the pan-neuronal driver (elav/�;
�;UAS-DNKv4/�, DNKv4), which could completely eliminate
Kv4 function (Ping and Tsunoda, 2011; Ping et al., 2015). Total
and night-time sleep amounts were reduced in DNKv4 female
flies (Fig. 1A,B; daytime: F(2,120) 
 7.4, **p 
 0.0046, p 
 0.1056;
night-time: F(2,120) 
 38.89, elav-GAL4 vs elav�DNKv4, ***p �
0.0001, UAS-DNKv4 vs elav�DNKv4, ***p 
 0.0009; total:
F(2,120) 
 43.27, ***p � 0.0001; one-way ANOVA). Daytime
sleep was not significantly reduced (Fig. 1A,B), and it might be
due to a floor effect, because the control lines exhibited very
little daytime sleep. The night-time sleep phenotypes were
largely due to a decrease in sleep-bout duration (Fig. 1D; elav-
GAL4 vs elav�DNKv4, U 
 164, p � 0.0001; UAS-DNKv4 vs
elav�DNKv4, U 
 556.5, p 
 0.001. Mann–Whitney U test),
because no significant change was found in sleep number and
latency (Fig. 1C,E; sleep number: F(2,120) 
 14.12, p 
 0.1167;
latency: F(2,120) 
 11.54, p 
 0.6774; one-way ANOVA). These
results indicate that Kv4 can improve sleep maintenance and
has sleep-promoting effects.

Next, we tested whether another null mutation of Shal495

could lead to sleep phenotypes observed in DNKv4 flies. Surpris-
ingly, compared with background control (w1118), night-time
sleep was markedly increased in Shal495, without significant
changes in daytime sleep (Fig. 1F,G; daytime: F(2,160) 
 0.5637,
w1118 vs Shal495, p 
 0.1732, Shal495 vs elav�Kv4;Shal495, p 

0.3318; night-time: F(2,160) 
 26.47, w1118 vs Shal495, ***p � 0.0001,
Shal495 vs elav�Kv4;Shal495, p 
 0.2351; total: F(2,160) 
 26.89, w1118

vs Shal495, ***p � 0.0001, Shal495 vs elav�Kv4;Shal495, p 
 0.1879;
one-way ANOVA). Further analysis showed the increased sleep was
due to lengthened sleep bout duration (Fig. 1H; sleep number:
F(2,160) 
 8.69, w1118 vs Shal495, ***p � 0.0001; Shal495 vs elav�Kv4;
Shal495, p 
 0.2004, one-way ANOVA; I, sleep bout duration: w1118

vs Shal495, U 
 432.8, ***p 
 0.0003, Shal495 vs elav�Kv4;Shal495,
U 
 641.3, p 
 0.1374, Mann–Whitney U test), suggesting that
Shal495 mutation enhances sleep maintenance. Additionally, sleep
latency in Shal495 mutant was increased significantly compared with
control (Fig. 1J; F(2,160) 
 11.45, w1118 vs Shal495, ***p 
 0.0005,
Shal495 vs elav�Kv4;Shal495, **p
0.0034; w1118 vs elav�Kv4;Shal495,
p 
 0.0894, one-way ANOVA). Studies have shown that loss of
Shal/Kv4 could induce compensatory upregulation of Shaker/Kv1
(Bergquist et al., 2010; Parrish et al., 2014). Moreover, Shaker mu-
tants (Shmns) exhibited reduced sleep in Drosophila, even in
heterozygous flies (Fig. 1-1B–D, available at https://doi.org/10.1523/
JNEUROSCI.0777-18.2018.f1-1; sleep: F(5,171) 
 32.56, ***p �
0.0001, **p 
 0.0035 for night-time, **p 
 0.0054 for total, one-way
ANOVA; latency: T(60) 
 3.25, *p 
 0.0142, t test). Thus, we as-
sume that the increased sleep in Shal495 mutants could be
caused by the upregulation of Shaker. Indeed, Shal495 mutant
exhibited significant increase in Shaker expression as detected
using qPCR (Fig. 1-1 A, available at https://doi.org/10.1523/
JNEUROSCI.0777-18.2018.f1-1; F(2,14) 
 74.53, ***p �
0.0001, one-way ANOVA), whereas Shaker expression was not
increased in DNKv4 mutants (Fig. 1-1 A, available at https://
doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.0777-18.2018.f1-1). Moreover,
when Shaker function was inhibited in shal495 mutants, the
animals exhibited reduced night-time sleep, similar as observed in
DNKv4 expression animals (Fig. 1-1E–G, available at https://do-
i.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.0777-18.2018.f1-1; F(5, 147) 
 15.76,
***p � 0.0001, one-way ANOVA; T(49) 
 3.87, p 
 0.3155, t test).

Subsequently, we tested whether the sleep phenotypes in
Shal495 mutant could be rescued by overexpression of Shal/Kv4
via the GAL4/UAS system. However, Shal495 mutant flies with
Shal overexpression (elav/�; UAS-Kv4/�;Shal495) showed simi-
lar sleep time, as well as sleep number, sleep duration (Fig. 1F–I;
statistics were shown above) and Shaker expression (Fig. 1-1A,
available at https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.0777-18.2018.
f1-1) compared with Shal495 mutants. Interestingly, there was a
significant reduction in sleep latency after overexpressing Kv4
(Fig. 1J), indicating that the delayed sleep onset in Shal495 could
be attributed to loss of Kv4, and not compensated by Shaker
overexpression. Whereas DNKv4-expressing flies did not show
significant change in timing of sleep onset (Fig. 1E). We presume
that the sleep phenotypes induced by pan-neuronal expression of
UAS-DNKv4 may reflect an integrated effect of multiple regula-
tory mechanisms operating in different neuronal populations, as
we will show later that DNKv4 expression in wake-promoting
neurons delays sleep onset, but without effects on sleep onset
when expressed in subsets of sleep-promoting neurons.

Loss of Kv4 function in l-LNvs delays sleep onset
We next tested sleep-regulating effects of Kv4 in subsets of circa-
dian neurons. Studies have shown that l-LNvs, a group of wake-
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Figure 1. Sleep phenotypes in two different types of voltage-gated K � channel 4 (Kv4) mutants. A, Conventional sleep plots of controls (elav-GAL4 and UAS-DNKv4, n
27) and experimental flies (elav�
DNKv4, n 
 69) in 12 h LD. DN, dominant negative. White and black bars indicate 12 h light/dark periods, respectively. B, Total sleep amount (in 24 h) and sleep during daytime and night-time in controls and
experimental lines as described in A. C, Histograms of the number of night-time sleep bouts during night-time for controls and experimental flies. D, Box plots for night-time sleep bout duration. As the data are
not normally distributed, box plots were used. The line inside the box indicates the median; the upper and lower box limits the 75 and 25% quantiles; vertical lines above and below the box represent the 90 and
10% quantiles; points show the 95% and 5% outliers. E, Sleep latency after lights-off at ZT12. Sleep latency was measured from the time lights-off to the onset of first sleep episode. F, Conventional sleep plots
of w1118 (n 
 35), Shal495 (n 
 95), and Shal495 with Kv4 overexpression lines (elav� Kv4;Shal495) (n 
 33). G–J, Histograms of total sleep amount and sleep during daytime and night-time (G), night-time
sleep bout number (H ), night-time sleep bout duration (I ), and sleep latency at lights-off (J ). Mean	SEM is shown. *p�0.05, **p�0.01, ***p�0.001; n.s., not significant. Data are compared by Student’s
t test, except Mann–Whitney U test for comparison of nonparametrically distributed data. For multiple comparisons, one-way ANOVAs followed by post hoc Tukey were performed. For the quantification of
Shaker mRNA expression levels in Shal/Kv4 mutants and sleep deficits in Shaker mutants (Figure 1-1, available at https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.0777-18.2018.f1-1).
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promoting cells, regulate night-time sleep via GABA receptors
(Agosto et al., 2008; Parisky et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2014). Thus, we
first selected pdf-GAL4 to drive expression of UAS-DNKv4 to
eliminate Kv4 function (pdf-GAL4/�;�;UAS-DNKv4/�) in
small- (s-) and l-LNvs. Strikingly, sleep latency was markedly
increased in pdf�DNKv4 female flies compared with controls,
accompanied by decreased night-time sleep (Fig. 2A–C; latency:
F(2,108) 
 26.34, **p 
 0.0076, *p 
 0.0328; sleep: F(2,108) 
 8.31,
p 
 0.0631, **p 
 0.0039 for daytime, F(2,108) 
 25.78, ***p �
0.0001 for night-time, F(2,108) 
 9.62, p 
 0.0733, ***p 
 0.0003
for total, one-way ANOVA). Nevertheless, total and daytime
sleep amounts did not exhibit a significant change (Fig. 2C).
There was an increase in night sleep bout number, but night sleep
bout duration was decreased (Fig. 2D; F(2,108) 
 18.22, pdf-GAL4
vs pdf�DNKv4, *p 
 0.0276, UAS-DNKv4 vs pdf�DNKv4, *p 

0.0289, one-way ANOVA, E, pdf-GAL4 vs pdf�DNKv4, U 

223.5, UAS-DNKv4 vs pdf�DNKv4, U 
 336, ***p � 0.0001,
Mann–Whitney U test). Delayed sleep onset latency was further
confirmed using another pdf-GAL4 on chromosome 2 (Fig.
2-1A, available at https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.0777-
18.2018.f2-1; T(72) 
 6.15, ***p � 0.0001, t test), and was also
observed in male flies (Fig. 2-1B, available at https://doi.org/
10.1523/JNEUROSCI.0777-18.2018.f2-1; T(56) 
 5.46, *p 

0.0219, t test). Moreover, increase or decrease in wakefulness was
found in the early night by activating or inhibiting PDF cells,
respectively (Fig. 1-1H–J, available at https://doi.org/10.1523/
JNEUROSCI.0777-18.2018.f1-1; F(5, 174) 
 12.44, ***p 
 0.0003
for daytime, ***p � 0.0001 for night-time and total, one-way
ANOVA; T(57) 
 2.92, **p 
 0.0051, t test; Parisky et al., 2008).
Restored Kv4 expression only in PDF cells partially rescued de-
layed sleep onset in Shal495 flies (Fig. 2-1E,F, available at https://
doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.0777-18.2018.f2-1; T(53) 
 2.16,
*p 
 0.033, t test). We did not observe significant change in
circadian period in pdf�DNKv4 flies (Fig. 2-1C, available at
https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.0777-18.2018.f2-1; pdf-
GAL4: period 
 23.7 	 0.10 h; UAS-DNKv4: period 
 23.8 	
0.12 h; pdf�DNKv4: 24.1 	 0.11 h; F(2,93) 
 11.03, pdf-GAL4 vs
pdf�DNKv4, p 
 0.0842, UAS-DNKv4 vs pdf�DNKv4, p 

0.1037, one-way ANOVA). Downregulation of Kv4 expression in
PDF cells (pdf�Shal-RNAi) also delayed sleep onset (Fig.
2-1G,H, available at https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.0777-
18.2018.f2-1; F(2,76) 
 51.76, UAS-Shal-RNAi vs pdf�Shal-
RNAi, **p 
 0.0039, pdf-GAL4 vs pdf�Shal-RNAi, **p 
 0.0054,
one-way ANOVA), consistent with the results of DNKv4.

To examine the specific roles of s- and l-LNvs, we overex-
pressed DNKv4 with the c929-GAL4 driver, which drives expres-
sion in l-LNvs, but not s-LNvs. We found that sleep latency was
increased in c929�DNKv4 flies, accompanied by decreased day-
time and night-time sleep amounts. Since pdf-GAL80 would sup-
press the transcription activity of GAL4 in s/l-LNvs, we assayed
the sleep phenotype of c929�DNKv4 flies expressing pdf-GAL80
(c929-GAL4/�;UAS-DNKv4/�;pdf-GAL80/�). These flies ex-
hibited decreased sleep latency and increased night-time sleep,
compared with c929�DNKv4 flies (Fig. 2F,G; F(2,89) 
 91.29,
**p 
 0.0063; H, daytime: F(2,89) 
 2.31, p 
 0.2318, night-time:
F(2,89) 
 65.49, ***p � 0.0001; total: F(2,89) 
 78.39, ***p �
0.0001, one-way ANOVA). These results further support that Kv4
functions to control sleep onset in l-LNvs, but not s-LNvs.

To rule out the possibility that the increased sleep latency was
caused by an enhanced startle response to lights-off, we examined
sleep in pdf�DNKv4 flies under constant darkness (Day 1 of DD),
and assayed the time it took flies to fall asleep from CT12. The
increase of sleep latency persisted in DD (Fig. 2I; latency at CT12,

51 	 10.4 min for UAS-DNKv4, 163 	 19.7 min for pdf�DNKv4,
T(59) 
 5.23, ***p � 0.0001, t test). Next, to bypass possible
complications from the persistent Kv4 expression during devel-
opment, we induced pdf-GAL4 along with tub-GAL80ts, which
inhibits GAL4 function in a temperature-dependent manner, to
silence Kv4 expression during development and switch the
expression on in the adulthood. Compared with control lines,
sleep latency of pdf�DNKv4;tub-GAL80ts was significantly in-
creased (Fig. 2 J,K; F(2,73) 
 107.5, pdf-GAL4 vs pdf�DNKv4;
tub-GAL80ts, **p 
 0.0021, tub-GAL80ts; UAS-DNKv4 vs
pdf�DNKv4;tub-GAL80ts, **p 
 0.0028, one-way ANOVA).

No significant change in sleep onset was observed by blocking
Kv4 activity in DN1s
Wake–sleep transition is expected to be determined by integra-
tion of signals from both wake- and sleep-promoting neurons.
Next we examined whether Kv4 in sleep-promoting neurons also
regulates sleep onset. Because reports show activation of DN1s
promotes sleep at dusk (Kunst et al., 2014; Guo et al., 2016), we
first selected clk4.1M-GAL4 to drive expression of UAS-DNKv4 to
eliminate Kv4 function in DN1s. Sleep latency at lights-off was
not changed by inhibiting Kv4 function in DN1s (Fig. 3A,C;
F(2,84) 
 47.78, p 
 0.1068, one-way ANOVA). We then used
another DN1s driver, R18H11-GAL4, and further confirmed no
significant change in sleep latency by inhibiting Kv4 function
compared with controls (Fig. 3B,C; F(2,84) 
 24.37, p 
 0.0927,
one-way ANOVA). Moreover, we did not observe any significant
change in circadian period in R18H11�DNKv4 flies compared
with controls (Fig. 2-1D, available at https://doi.org/10.1523/
JNEUROSCI.0777-18.2018.f2-1).

Kv4 channels regulate excitability of circadian neurons
Next, we investigated how DNKv4 regulates sleep onset. We first
tested whether DNKv4 expression eliminates IA in the circadian
neurons. We chose pdf-GAL4, clk4.1M-GAL4 and 50y-GAL4 to
drive DNKv4 and GFP expression in l-LNvs (UAS-CD8GFP; pdf-
GAL4/�;UAS-DNKv4/�), DN1s (UAS-CD8GFP; clk4.1M-
GAL4/�;UAS-DNKv4/�), and PI (UAS-CD8GFP; 50y-GAL4/�;
UAS-DNKv4/�) neurons, respectively. IA was almost completely
inhibited by expressing DNKv4 in l-LNvs and PI cells (Fig.
4A,B,E; l-LNvs: T(12) 
 54.33; PI cells: T(12) 
 54.33, ***p �
0.0001, t test, F). However, we still detected remaining IA com-
ponent in DN1s, and all the IA components were completely
blocked by a specific IA inhibitor, 4-AP (Fig. 4C,E; F(2,19) 
 33.42,
*p 
 0.0239, ***p � 0.0001, one-way ANOVA), indicating that
Shaker/Kv1 mediates the majority of IA in DN1s, compared with
Kv4. Subsequently, specific interference of Kv4 function did not
significantly change the excitability of DN1s (Fig. 4-1, available at
https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.0777-18.2018.f4-1). A re-
maining IA component was also detected in l-LNvs in Shal495 mu-
tants (UAS-CD8GFP; pdf-GAL4/�;Shal495) (Fig. 4D,E; F(2,20) 

55.72, ***p � 0.0001, one-way ANOVA). As previously stated in
motor neurons, remaining IA currents could be contributed by over-
expression of Shaker (Bergquist et al., 2010).

To confirm IA regulates membrane excitability of circadian
neurons, we monitored spontaneous neuronal activity in the
presence of 4-AP. We used cell-attached voltage-clamp of neuro-
nal activity without changing the cytoplasmic milieu to record
action potential (AP) currents. As reported previously (Cao and
Nitabach, 2008; Sheeba et al., 2008b; Depetris-Chauvin et al.,
2011), l-LNvs exhibited tonic and burst AP currents at ZT9 (Fig.
4G). 4-AP significantly increased frequency of AP currents, which
were completely blocked by TTX in l-LNvs (Fig. 4G,J; T(13) 
 4.96,
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Figure 2. Kv4 in pigment-dispersing factor (PDF) cells regulates sleep onset. A, Conventional sleep plots of controls ( pdf-GAL4 and UAS-DNKv4, n 
 32) and experimental flies ( pdf�DNKv4, n 

47) in LD. B–E, Quantification of sleep latency after lights-off (B), and other sleep parameters showing total sleep amount and sleep during daytime and night-time (C), night-time sleep bout
number (D) and night-time sleep duration (E). F, Conventional sleep plots of the transgenic lines, including c929-GAL4 (n 
 31), c929�DNKv4 (n 
 33), and c929�DNKv4;pdf-GAL80 (n 
 28). G,
H, Quantification of sleep latency and sleep amount of flies shown in F. I, Conventional sleep plots in DD of control (UAS-DNKv4, n 
 30) and experimental ( pdf�DNKv4, n 
 31) flies. Gray and black
bars indicate 12 h subjective day and night, respectively. Note that sleep latency at subjective night was increased by expressing DNKv4 in DD. J, K, Conventional sleep plots of controls ( pdf-GAL4 and
Tub-GAL80ts;UAS-DNKv4, n 
 22, and 27, respectively) and experimental flies ( pdf�DNKv4;Tub-GAL80ts, n 
 27) at 29°C in LD (J ) and quantification of sleep latency (K; inset procedure). Mean 	
SEM is shown. *p � 0.05, **p � 0.01, ***p � 0.001; n.s., not significant. Data are compared by Student’s t test, except Mann–Whitney U test for comparison of nonparametrically distributed data.
For multiple comparisons, one-way ANOVAs followed by post hoc Tukey were performed. For the quantification of sleep onset in males, Shal-RNAi mutants and circadian period (Figure 2-1, available
at https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.0777-18.2018.f2-1).
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*p 
 0.0143, t test). Similarly, 4-AP also increased neuronal AP cur-
rents in GPF-labeled PI and DN1s (Fig. 4H–J; T(13) 
 3.66, **p 

0.0029, T(21) 
 2.80, *p 
 0.0107, t test).

DNKv4 induces neuronal hyperactivity in a
time-of-day-dependent manner
Since Kv4 in l-LNvs specifically controls sleep onset at dusk, we
next asked whether IA varies throughout the day in l-LNvs. How-
ever, our results showed that there was no difference in IA ampli-
tudes between ZT1 (dawn) and ZT13 (dusk; Fig. 5A; 318 	 17.3
pA at ZT1, 309 	 15.1 pA at ZT13, T(22) 
 0.75, p 
 0.5549, t
test). We also compared steady-state inactivation properties of
Kv4 currents in neurons. No difference was observed between
ZT1 and ZT13 in half-maximal inactivation potential values (Fig.
5B; T(20) 
 1.36, p 
 0.1873, t test).

The membrane excitability and Ca 2� waves of l-LNvs and PI
neurons was reported to be strongly rhythmic (Cao and Nit-
abach, 2008; Sheeba et al., 2008b; Barber et al., 2016; Liang et al.,
2016). Our cell-attached recordings of GFP-labeled l-LNvs
(pdf �CD8GFP) revealed a pattern of circadian regulation of
spontaneous AP currents, with higher firing rate during daytime
than night-time (Fig. 5D,F; F(5,41) 
 141.40, ***p � 0.0001, one-
way ANOVA). We detected different kinds of firing properties of
l-LNvs, including no firing cells, tonic firing cells, bursting cells,
and cells mixed with tonic firing and bursting (Fig. 5E). Blocking
Kv4 function in l-LNvs by DNKv4 expression (pdf �CD8GFP;
DNKv4) increased the frequency of AP currents during dusk
(�ZT13; Fig. 5D,F; ZT9: T(14) 
 2.55, *p 
 0.0230; ZT13: T(13) 

4.07, **p 
 0.0053; ZT17: T(14) 
 2.50, *p 
 0.0306, t test), but
without effects on firing frequency during dawn (�ZT1). It ap-
pears that loss of Kv4 function did not upregulate the firing rate
when activity was relatively high (ZT1, 5, 17, and 21). Moreover,
we found that the resting membrane potential (RMP) of l-LNvs
exhibited circadian oscillations, with more depolarized RMPs at
dawn, declining to lower levels at dusk (from �45 mV at ZT1 to
�54 mV at ZT13; Fig. 5C; �45.6 	 2.0 mV at ZT1, �54.2 	 1.8
mV at ZT13, T(11) 
 2.83, *p 
 0.0162, t test). Kv4-mediated IA

was sensitive to the pre-pulse window between �60 mV and �40
mV (Fig. 5B), indicating that more Kv4 channels were inactivated
at ZT1 when RMPs were relatively depolarized. To confirm
membrane potential oscillation contributes to time-of-day– de-
pendent regulation of excitability by Kv4, l-LNvs were artificially
hyperpolarized from ��45 to ��55 mV at ZT1 by current in-
jection during recordings in Figure 5C. Firing frequency was not
significantly increased at RMPs by PaTx2 (Kv4-specific blocker)

perfusion at ZT1, but it was significantly increased when the mem-
brane potential was hyperpolarized to �55 mV by current injection
(Fig. 5-1B, available at https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.0777-
18.2018.f5-1; F(3, 27) 
 199.5, p 
 0.1657, **p 
 0.0026, one-way
ANOVA). Because IA was mainly contributed by Shaker/Kv1 in
DN1s, DNKv4 expression in DN1s did not change the frequency and
oscillation of AP currents (Clk4.1M�CD8GFP;DNKv4) (Fig. 4-1,
available at https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.0777-18.2018.f4-
1). Thus, although Kv4 maintains its expression during the day and
night, it may still preferentially control excitability of neurons at
dusk due to oscillation of RMPs in wake-promoting neurons.

To demonstrate that the activity of PDF neurons at dusk is
crucial for sleep onset, we selectively activated PDF neurons at
dusk (ZT9 –12 and ZT12–15) by dTrpA1 expression. Our results
show that activating PDF neurons during ZT12–15 significantly
delayed sleep onset, compared with activation during ZT9–12 (Fig.
5-1A, available at https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.0777-
18.2018.f5-1; T(38) 
 8.84, ***p � 0.0001, T(38) 
 1.95, p 
 0.1076,
t test). These results indicate that control of the firing of l-LNvs at
dusk by Kv4 is essential for normal sleep onset.

PDF is necessary for delayed sleep onset in DNKv4 mutants
To determine whether neuropeptide PDF is required for the delayed
sleep onset in pdf�DNKv4 flies, we examined sleep behavior in pdf01

flies that lack PDF. Compared with PDF-null background controls,
pdf�DNKv4;pdf 01 flies showed decreased total sleep time, but no
difference was found in sleep latency (Fig. 6A–C; daytime: F(2,84) 

0.34, p � 0.05; night-time: F(2,84) 
 23.65, **p 
 0.0034, ***p 

0.0008; total: F(2,84) 
 23.96, ***p � 0.0001, one-way ANOVA).
Furthermore, we determined whether DNKv4 would still induce
circadian-dependent hyperactivity in l-LNvs in PDF-null back-
ground. Excitability and RMPs of l-LNvs still exhibited circadian
oscillation in the absence of PDF (Fig. 6D–F; F(3,27) 
 203.5, *p 

0.0260, one-way ANOVA). More importantly, compared with PDF-
null background control, loss of Kv4 function still preferentially in-
creased frequency of AP currents at dusk (ZT13), suggesting that
lack of PDF has little effect on the regulation of neuronal excitability
by Kv4. In summary, l-LNvs hyperactivity induced by DNKv4 ex-
pression delayed sleep onset in a PDF-dependent mechanism.

Kv4 also regulates timing of sleep onset in circadian
output area
We set out to identify possible downstream neurons involved in
Kv4-mediated sleep onset delay. PI is developmentally and func-
tionally analogous to the hypothalamus in vertebrates (Foltenyi

Figure 3. Interference of Kv4 in dorsal neurons (DN1s) does not significantly regulate sleep onset. A, B, Conventional sleep plots of controls (Clk4.1M-GAL4, UAS-DNKv4, and R18H11-GAL4; n 

27–32) and experimental flies (Clk4.1M�DNKv4 and R18H11�DNKv4; n 
 30) in LD cycles. C, Quantification of sleep latency after lights-off. Mean 	 SEM is shown. n.s., not significant. One-way
ANOVAs followed by post hoc Tukey were performed. Data are compared by one-way ANOVAs followed by post hoc Tukey.
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et al., 2007; de Velasco et al., 2007), and has been established as an
important component of the circadian output pathway for rest:
activity rhythms under circadian control (Cavanaugh et al., 2014;
Cavey et al., 2016). We next chose 50y-GAL to drive the expres-
sion of DNKv4 in subsets of PI neurons (w;50y-GAL4/�;UAS-
DNKv4/�), which has been shown to regulate sleep (Foltenyi et
al., 2007). Interestingly, compared with controls (w;�;UAS-
DNKv4/�, and w;50y-GAL4/�;�), 50y-GAL4�UAS-DNKv4
showed difficulty in falling asleep after lights-off as well, ac-

companied with significantly reduced night-time sleep
amount and bout number (Fig. 7 A, B; daytime: F(2,105) 

2.357, UAS-DNKv4 vs 50y-GAL4�DNKv4, p 
 0.0807, 50y-
GAL4 vs 50y-GAL4�DNKv4, p 
 0.1094, night-time: F(2,105) 

123.0, ***p � 0.0001; total: F(2,105) 
 89.77, UAS-DNKv4 vs 50y-
GAL4�DNKv4, ***p � 0.0001, 50y-GAL4 vs 50y-GAL4�DNKv4,
**p 
 0.0034, one-way ANOVA; C, F(2,105) 
 44.97, UAS-DNKv4
vs 50y-GAL4�DNKv4, ***p � 0.0001, 50y-GAL4 vs 50y-
GAL4�DNKv4, ***p 
 0.0008, one-way ANOVA; D, UAS-

Figure 4. Kv4 contributes to A-type currents (IA) and regulates activities in subsets of circadian neurons. A, Shown are representative voltage-clamp recordings of IA from l-LNvs in two genotypes:
pdf�CD8GFP (Control) and pdf�CD8GFP;DNKv4 (DNKv4 ). We first recorded total whole-cell K � current, which was elicited by a 500 ms prepulse of �125 mV with a voltage jump to �50 mV. Then
Kv4 (or IA) is completely inactivated and the total delayed rectifier (DR) current remains with a prepulse of �45 mV. IA trace obtained by subtracting the DR current trace from the total K � current
trace. B, Shown are representative recordings of IA from PI neurons in two genotypes: 50y�CD8GFP and 50y�CD8GFP;DNKv4. C, Shown are representative recordings of IA from DN1s in two
genotypes: clk4.1M�CD8GFP and clk4.1M�CD8GFP;DNKv4, in the presence or absence of 2 mM 4-AP. D, Shown are representative recordings of IA from large ventral lateral neurons (l-LNvs) in two
genotypes: pdf�CD8GFP and pdf�CD8GFP;Shal495, in the presence or absence of 4-AP. E, Quantification of IA amplitudes recorded from the genotypes shown in A–D. Note that there is still
remaining IA (�100 pA) in clk4.1M�CD8GFP;DNKv4 (DN1s) and Shal495 (l-LNvs) mutants; n 
 6 –9 for each case. F, GFP-labeled PDF cells and a typical Lucifer yellow-filled l-LNv during recording
(left two). GFP labeled pars intercerebralis (PI) cells and a typical Lucifer yellow-filled PI neuron during recording (right two). G, Two typical firing patterns (tonic and burst firing) as shown in the up
and down panels in GFP-labeled l-LNvs. 4-AP, a specific IA blocker, increased firing rate in both firing patterns at ZT9, and all the AP currents could be completely inhibited by TTX. H, I, 4-AP also
increased firing rate in PI neurons and DN1s, and all the AP currents were blocked by TTX. J, Quantification of firing frequency in the cells as shown in G–I; n 
 6 –12 for each case. Mean 	 SEM is
shown. *p � 0.05, **p � 0.01, ***p � 0.001. Data are compared by Student’s t test. For multiple comparisons, one-way ANOVAs followed by post hoc Tukey were performed. For the comparison
of RMPs and firing rate in DN1s between control and DNKv4 mutants (Figure 4-1, available at https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.0777-18.2018.f4-1).
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DNKv4 vs 50y-GAL4�DNKv4, U 
 619, p 
 0.2139, 50y-GAL4
vs 50y-GAL4�DNKv4, U 
 716.5, p 
 0.1082, Mann–Whitney
U test; F, F(2,105) 
 10.54, ***p 
 0.0002, **p 
 0.0038, one-
way ANOVA). These flies exhibited very little daytime sleep in
LD (Fig. 7 A, B) and lengthened sleep latency in DD (Fig. 7 H, I;
T(54) 
 11.88, ***p � 0.0001, t test). Most (�80%) of the mutants
became arrhythmic under DD and the rhythmic ones had a
�25.4 h period phenotype (Fig. 2-1D, available at https://doi.
org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.0777-18.2018.f2-1; F(2,59) 
 5.92,
*p 
 0.0106, ***p 
 0.0004, one-way ANOVA). To exclude the
possibility that the reduction of sleep amount is due to animals’
hyperactivity, we calculated waking activity (activity counts per
minute awake) and no hyperactivity was found, but with a mild
hypoactivity (Fig. 7E; F(2,105) 
 7.29, *p 
 0.0268, ***p 
 0.0007,
one-way ANOVA). We also observed delayed sleep onset in male
flies (Fig. 7-1, available at https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEURO-
SCI.0777-18.2018.f7-1; F(2, 79) 
 49.9, **p 
 0.0026, ***p �

0.0001, one-way ANOVA). All these results suggest that Kv4 in PI
neurons is also required to control sleep onset, but without effects
on the sleep maintenance.

We next asked whether the defective sleep initiation was due to
the hyperactivity of PI neurons. Expression of the temperature-gated
nonspecific cation channel dTrpA1 driven by 50y-GAL4 can impose
a fast firing pattern on the cell at 29°C. Similar to 50y�DNKv4 mu-
tants, 50y�dTrpA1 flies also exhibited markedly longer sleep latency
(Fig. 7F,G; T(67) 
4.27, ***p�0.0001, t test). This result verified the
notion that function loss of Kv4 could lead to hyperactivity of neu-
rons and subsequent delayed sleep onset.

We examined whether PDF receptors in PI neurons regu-
late sleep onset. Interestingly, downregulation of PDFR by express-
ing pdfr-RNAi in PI cells (50y�pdfr-RNAi) significantly advanced
sleep onset, accompanied with increased night-time sleep amount
(Fig. 7J,K; daytime: T(52) 
 0.18, p 
 0.2541, night-time: T(52) 


Figure 5. Kv4 controls membrane excitability at dusk. A, Shown are representative recordings of IA from GFP-labeled l-LNvs at ZT1 and ZT13. Note that there is no significant change in IA

amplitudes. n 
 12 for ZT1 and n 
 13 for ZT13. B, Steady-state inactivation properties of Kv4 at ZT1 and ZT13. We used a pre-pulse from �120 to 0 mV, in 10 mV intervals, then stepped to a test
potential of �50 mV (inset, procedure). Steady-state inactivation curves were fitted with Boltzmann function: I/Imax 
 1/(1 � exp[(V � V1/2)/k]). There was no significant difference in
half-maximal inactivation potential values (V1/2). (ZT1: V1/2 
 �59.3 	 1.9 mV, n 
 11; ZT13: V1/2 
 �61.5 	 3.1 mV, n 
 11). C, Representative spontaneous firing traces (at ZT1 and ZT13)
showing resting membrane potential (RMP) values of GFP-labeled l-LNvs by current-clamp recordings. Note that RMP is significantly depolarized at ZT1 compared with ZT13; n 
 6 for ZT1 and n 

7 for ZT13. D, Representative spontaneous firing patterns (cell-attached) are shown at the indicated time of recordings in control ( pdf�CD8GFP) or DNKv4-expressing l-LNvs ( pdf�DNKv4;CD8GFP).
Note that l-LNvs exhibit circadian oscillation of firing, with higher firing frequency at dawn and lower firing frequency at dusk. E, Relative proportions of firing phenotypes from l-LNvs at the indicated
time of the circadian day. F, Quantification of firing rates at the indicated time of the circadian day as shown in E. Loss of Kv4 resulted in increased firing rate preferentially at dusk, when the firing
frequency and RMP are relatively lower in l-LNvs; n 
 8 –10 for each case. Mean 	 SEM is shown. *p � 0.05, **p � 0.01. Data are compared by Student’s t test. For multiple comparisons, one-way
ANOVAs followed by post hoc Tukey were performed. For the comparison of sleep onset by activating PDF cells between ZT9 –12 and ZT12–15 (Figure 5-1A, available at https://doi.org/10.1523/
JNEUROSCI.0777-18.2018.f5-1). For the comparison of firing rate between control and PaTx2-treated l-LNvs at different membrane potentials, (Figure 5-1B, available at https://doi.org/
10.1523/JNEUROSCI.0777-18.2018.f5-1).
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5.85, ***p � 0.0001, T(52) 
 5.89, ***p � 0.0001, t test; L, T(52) 

3.19, *p 
 0.0114, t test). These results suggest that PDF neurons
may act on downstream PI neurons to regulate night-time sleep, and
Kv4 in these neurons regulates sleep onset likely through regulating
PDF/PDFR signaling.

Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of the
function of Kv4 in sleep regulation. In this study, we showed that
Kv4 is important for night-time sleep in Drosophila, and is espe-
cially crucial to normal sleep onset. Pan-neuronal expression of
DNKv4 leads to decreased night-time sleep, indicating a general
sleep-promoting function of Kv4. The increased night-time sleep
in Shal495-null mutant reveals a compensatory overexpression of
Shaker. A transcription factor named Kruppel (Kr) was identified
to be a central regulator of this process (Parrish et al., 2014),
consistent with our conclusion that the compensatory modula-
tion occurs at the transcriptional level. However, the Kr expres-
sion is suggested to be a result from detecting Kv4 or Shaker/Kv1
conductance, since 4-AP also increased Shaker RNA expression
(Parrish et al., 2014). In our study, we did not observe significant
increase in Shaker RNA expression in DNKv4 mutants suggesting
that other transcription factor(s), rather than Kr, may be involved
in regulating Shal/Kv4 and Shaker balance.

Previous studies have shown that cyclin A and GABAA recep-
tors (or RDL) in circadian neurons also regulate sleep latency
(Agosto et al., 2008; Rogulja and Young, 2012; Afonso et al.,
2015). A molecule named WAKE interacts with RDL, and the
cycling manner of WAKE promotes excitability oscillation of
l-LNvs (Liu et al., 2014). Moreover, DN1s may regulate wake–
sleep transition at dusk in a clock-dependent manner (Kunst et
al., 2014; Guo et al., 2016). Our results verified that Kv4-mediated
IA in l-LNvs, and function-loss of Kv4 preferentially upregulated
membrane excitability at dusk, although Kv4 expression was not
rhythmic. Moreover, RMP values exhibit circadian oscillation in
l-LNvs, with depolarized RMPs at dawn. Thus, less Kv4 channels
would be available for opening when RMPs are depolarized. This
supports our data showing that blocking Kv4 did not significantly
increased firing rate when circadian neurons were hyperexcitable
at dawn. Although RMPs and firing rate also exhibit circadian
oscillation in DN1s (Fig. 4-1, available at https://doi.org/10.1523/
JNEUROSCI.0777-18.2018.f4-1), blocking Kv4 activity has no ef-
fects on sleep latency. We further demonstrated that this may be
caused by the near absence of Kv4-mediated IA in DN1s. Thus,
Kv4 controls wake–sleep transition at dusk in subsets wake-
promoting cells, but not in DN1s. The phases of Ca 2� waves
recorded with a fine temporal resolution were approximately co-

Figure 6. PDF is required for DNKv4-mediated delayed sleep onset in PDF neurons. A, Conventional sleep plots of indicated transgenic lines, including pdf-GAL4;pdf01 (n 
 33), UAS-DNKv4;pdf01

(n 
 27), and pdf�DNKv4;pdf01 (n 
 27). B, C, Quantification of sleep amount (B) and sleep latency (C) of flies shown in A. D, Representative spontaneous firing traces showing RMP values of
GFP-labeled l-LNvs in pdf 01 background flies by current-clamp recordings. Recordings were performed at ZT1 and ZT13 and two transgenic lines were used ( pdf�CD8GFP;pdf01 and pdf�CD8GFP;
DNKv4;pdf01). E, F, Quantification of RMPs and firing frequency of l-LNvs recorded in D. Mean	SEM is shown. *p �0.05, **p �0.01, ***p �0.001; n.s., not significant. One-way ANOVAs followed
by post hoc Tukey were performed.
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Figure 7. Function-loss of Kv4 in PI also leads to delayed sleep onset. A, Conventional sleep plots of controls (UAS-DNKv4, n 
 27; 50y-GAL4, n 
 32) and experimental (50y�DNKv4, n 
 49)
flies in LD. White and black bars indicate 12 h light/dark periods, respectively, and the arrow indicates delayed sleep onset in experimental flies. B–E, Quantification of sleep parameters showing total
sleep amount (24 h), sleep during daytime and night-time (B), night-time sleep bout number (C), night-time sleep duration (D), and waking activity (E). F, Sleep latency after lights-off at ZT12 for
controls versus experimental flies at 25°C (left), and UAS-dTrpA1 vs. 50y�dTrpA1 at 29°C (right). G, Conventional sleep plots of control (UAS-dTrpA1, n 
 30) and experimental (50y�dTrpA1, n 

39) flies in LD. Flies were raised at 29°C to activate dTrpA1 during test period. The arrows indicates delayed sleep onset in experimental flies. Quantifications are shown in F. H, Conventional sleep
plots in DD of control (UAS-DNKv4, n 
 30) and experimental (50y�DNKv4, n 
 25) flies. Gray and black bars indicate 12 h subjective day and night, respectively. I, Quantification of sleep latency
at subjective night in DD for the genotypes as indicated in H. J, Conventional sleep plots of control (50y�white-RNAi, n 
 26) and experimental (50y�pdfr-RNAi, n 
 28) flies. K, L, Quantification
of sleep amount (K ) and sleep latency (L) for the genotypes as indicated in J. Mean 	 SEM is shown. *p � 0.05, **p � 0.01, ***p � 0.001; n.s., not significant. Data are compared by Student’s
t test, except Mann–Whitney U test for comparison of nonparametrically distributed data. For multiple comparisons, one-way ANOVAs followed by post hoc Tukey were performed. For the
quantification of sleep onset in males, see Figure 7-1 (available at https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.0777-18.2018.f7-1).
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incident with membrane excitability and RMPs oscillations in
l-LNvs, but with slight (�1–2 h) delay in peaks (Cao and Nit-
abach, 2008; Liang et al., 2016). In this study, DNKv4 preferen-
tially reduced excitability at dusk without causing daily
excitability oscillation shifts (Fig. 5F), and presumably would
reduce Ca 2� peaks as well. But how Kv4 exactly regulates
intracellular Ca 2� waves and coordination of electrical excitabil-
ity and Ca 2� waves need further study.

PI exerts its effects as downstream of clock neurons and is one
of the key targets (direct or indirect) of PDF neurons, although PI
cells do not express molecular clock machinery (Jaramillo et al.,
2004; Chung et al., 2009; Cavanaugh et al., 2014). Previous stud-
ies have suggested that EGFR/ERK signal in insulin-producing PI
neurons plays important roles in regulating the consolidation
and maintenance of sleep in Drosophila, indicating that PI cells
act as wake-promoting neurons (Foltenyi et al., 2007; Cong et al.,
2015; Barber et al., 2016). Our results are the first to demonstrate
that the neuronal activities and PDF/PDFR signaling in subsets of
PI cells (50y-GAL4 driver) participate in the regulation of sleep
onset.

In this study, defects in sleep initiation were presumed to be
due to the hyperactivity of specific circadian neurons caused by
blocking Kv4 activity. dTrpA1 experiments further supported
this notion. However, a recent study concluded that reducing the
Shaker/Kv1 current would decrease, rather than increase, the ac-
tion potential discharge in dFB (dorsal FB; Pimentel et al., 2016).
Depleting Shaker from dFB neurons could shift the interspike
interval distribution toward longer values, making it more diffi-
cult to generate next spike. We suppose that the opposite effect
may be due to diverse types of Kv channels and different discharge
and biophysical properties of neurons. For example, Kv4 is re-
quired for maintaining excitability in cultured neurons (Ping et
al., 2011), but not in groups of neurons from dissected brain in
this study (Figs. 4, 5). Whether driving DNKv4 expression in
other sleep-promoting or wake-promoting neurons would cause
parallel or opposite effects on sleep needs to be investigated. Neu-
rons in EB (Liu et al., 2016), FB (Donlea et al., 2014; Pimentel et
al., 2016), or a subset MBNs driven by 201y-GAL4 (Cavanaugh et
al., 2016) could be tested in further studies.

Previous work has provided a strong link between circadian
periods with habitual sleep timing in human, and CRY1 is sug-
gested to be associated with a familial form of delayed sleep phase
disorder (Wright et al., 2005; Patke et al., 2017). However, we did
not detect significant change in circadian periods by blocking Kv4
in LNvs and DN1s, indicating that delayed sleep onset in the
mutants was not due to changes in circadian periods. Blocking
Kv4 in PI cells disrupted rhythmic activities in most flies and we
did detect a lengthened circadian period in the rhythmic ones.
Because PI is a circadian output region and does not express clock
machinery, it is not likely that intrinsic circadian rhythm disorder
contributes to the sleep onset phenotype caused by blocking Kv4.

Studies have provided evidence that links types of potassium
channels to sleep phenotypes in Drosophila and human (Corne-
lius et al., 2011; Allebrandt et al., 2013; Barone and Krieger, 2016).
For example, insomnia has been delineated in patients with neu-
rologic disorders of Voltage-gated K� channels (Kv) autoimmu-
nity (or named Kv antibody syndrome). Sleep onset insomnia,
defined as inability to fall asleep at the desired time, is observed in
patients with neurodegenerative diseases and psychiatric disor-
ders (Wulff et al., 2010). Abnormal sleep timing and pattern have
also been observed in Drosophila disease models (Wulff et al.,
2010; Tabuchi et al., 2015; Gonzales et al., 2016; Song et al., 2017).

Our study may provide a potential alternative therapy of sleep
onset insomnia by targeting Kv4 channels.
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